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The setting is sparse and abstract. We could be anywhere. The 
textures of the space come through the use of lighting. MAX `comes 
alive' through the use of light, from the shadowy distant sound of his 
voice to the boldly lit appearance of his physical form. LOUISA is 
more clearly, more certainly defined by light. LOUISA is nervous, 
tense, ill at ease. MAX is more relaxed, more generous, loving. At 
first, only LOUISA is present. MAX is a voice disenfranchised from a 
body. She appears to be talking to herself. Beside her, the only prop, 
is a very beautiful wedding dress. She touches the dress, looks at it 
abstractly, diffidently, as if disassociated from it. She has a box of 
matches in her hand, lights one, holds it over the dress as if to see it 
better. Moves it close to the fabric. Closer. Dangerously close. It dies 
out. 
 
LOUISA: Armani. 
[She thinks about what she has said. She is trying out various 

versions.] 
Very, very expensive. 
[She thinks. She moves away from the dress and speaks into space.] 
Palest ivory. Soft silk satin. Double stitched. 
[She thinks.] 
[Sadly] In certain light, it looked like shell. 
[She thinks.] 
Remember? Plain, it was. You said. You said ... 
[She thinks.] 
MAX: You don't need anything. 
LOUISA: Max? 
[She listens. Silence.] 
Max? 
MAX: You're perfect. 
LOUISA: Max? 
MAX: Naked. 
LOUISA: And I laughed. At the thought of standing there with solemn 

vows and no – no dress at all – 
[Pause.]  
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Later, you said I looked like Van Eyck's Mrs Arnolfini – 
MAX [very softly]: Luminous – 
[She listens for the voice.] 
LOUISA: Max? 
[Silence.] 
Max? 
[Silence.] 
[Sadly] Remember how you held me? Oh ... Oh ... 
[Pause. Slight, shadowy light around MAX's feet: as if disembodied 

from the rest of him, the source of his voice. The light creeps 
slowly up his body and holds. He is all visible now.] 

MAX: Louisa. 
LOUISA: You're here – 
MAX: Here now – My darling Louisa – 
LOUISA: You came. 
MAX: You called me. 
[Pause.] 
You called me. You called me here. I see you now. You and the dress. 
[They survey the dress.] 
LOUISA: The dress. See the detail? 
[She lights another match, holds it close, for him to see the detail of 

the bodice. A tiny sense of danger – she pauses just too long. 
The match flickers out.] 

MAX: Ivory, wasn't it? 
LOUISA: Pale ivory, more sensual than white. Remember – 
MAX: I loved it – 
LOUISA: You made me wear it, remember? 
MAX: It was delicious to undo. Nothing underneath. You were all 

slithery inside that white silk lining – 
LOUISA: Ivory. 
MAX: Ivory. Ivoire. You look good in clothes. 
LOUISA: You were good at choosing them. You had an eye. You 

surprised me. 
MAX: So plain, it framed you. Immaculate wife. 
[Pause.] 
LOUISA: Immaculate widow. 
[Pause.] 
MAX: You always were – 
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LOUISA: What – 
MAX: Lovingly – lovingly – 
LOUISA: Yes. 
MAX: As if you were created with an in-built dedication. Born to – to 

– 
LOUISA: Love – 
MAX: Loss. 
LOUISA: Just that one day. That one day. And then – what? Specialist 

dry-cleaning and boxes full of acid-free tissue – 
MAX: I miss you. I. Miss. 
[Pause. She says nothing.] 
Do you? Do you? 
[Silence from her.] 
The – the force of losing something – feels so much greater than the 

force of possessing something. Life falling off a cliff, gathers 
weight as it falls. 

LOUISA: The deeper it falls – the heavier it gets. 
MAX: Loss seems heavier than life. 
LOUISA: You came. 
MAX: I heard you. 
LOUISA: I needed to. I called you. I call you. 
MAX: For? For what? 
[She pauses. It's hard for her to start.] 
What? Why reticence? Why pause? 
LOUISA: I – 
MAX: I ..? 
[She pauses. She's about to tell him, then meanders off to a lesser 

confession.] 
LOUISA: I sold – 
MAX: I sold – 
LOUISA: Something. 
MAX: You sold something? 
LOUISA: I sold the bed. 
[The light rises enough to see MAX now.] 
MAX: What? 
LOUISA: Yes. 
MAX: Our bed? 
LOUISA: I didn't want to, but I capitulated. 
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[Silence.] 
Max? 
MAX: Our bed – 
LOUISA: I sold it. 
MAX: How much did you get? 
LOUISA: Well, I didn't technically sell it, as such. I gave it. I gave it to 

someone who wanted it very much. 
MAX: Who? 
LOUISA: The brotherhood. 
MAX: You gave our bed to the brotherhood? 
LOUISA: I didn't like to sell it. 
[Pause.] 
Max? 
[Pause.] 
It would have been like selling our nights. 
MAX: Our nights together. Our – Our – love – I can't believe you gave 

our bed away – 
LOUISA: If I sold it – I'd know who had it, who had it next. That's not 

a good thing to know, who supersedes you with something that 
once was – a significant – prop – 

MAX: Prop? 
LOUISA: Thing. To us. Bed. 
MAX: Gave it away – sounds so easy – 
LOUISA: They told me to. 
MAX: Who? 
LOUISA: Everyone. All of them. The woman from the counselling 

service. They all said, `Get rid of the bed – ' 
MAX: As if you might get rid of – of – 
LOUISA: Even the psychiatrist seemed to approve. Symbols mean a lot 

when you're dealing with – 
MAX: Departures. 
LOUISA: Yes. And they do harangue. These nice people, these gentle 

nice people who drop in for a cup of tea. They get this tone in their 
voice, this, well, tyrannical kind of niceness saying, `It would be 
much better, dear, if you could, if you would, if you'd only sell the 
bed.' 

MAX: You listened to them – 
LOUISA: I lost the energy to fight. I say, `Nothing makes a difference. 




